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INTRO:
5m Chairs intro & administrivia

LIGHTNING TALKS:
5m draft-ietf-sipcore-location-conveyance (J. Polk)
5m draft-ietf-geopriv-dhcp-lbyr-uri-option (J. Polk)
5m draft-barnes-hard-problem (R. Barnes)

WG DRAFT UPDATES:
20m draft-ietf-geopriv-held-measurements (M. Thomson)
20m draft-ietf-geopriv-relative-location (B. Rosen)
20m draft-ietf-geopriv-deref-protocol (M. Thomson)

NEW DRAFT PRESENTATIONS:
20m draft-thomson-geopriv-res-gw-lis-discovery (R. Bellis)
20m draft-george-ecrit-lamp-post (B. Rosen)
20m draft-barnes-geopriv-policy-uri (R. Barnes)
Document Status

• New RFCs
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-lbyr-requirements: RFC 5808
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-geo-uri: RFC 5870

• RFC Ed Queue
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-http-location-delivery
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-lis-discovery
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-loc-filters
  – draft-singh-geopriv-pidf-lo-dynamic

• IESG eval
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-arch
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-policy
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-prefix
Document Status

• Pub requested
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-held-identity-extensions
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-rfc3825bis

• Active
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-deref-protocol
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-dhcp-lbyr-uri-option
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-held-measurements
  – draft-ietf-geopriv-relative-location